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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to propose hygiene and motivation factors in Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory of Motivation as a framework to identify the significant in influencing the employees’ job performance in Joint Force Headquarters (JFHQ) or known as Markas Angkatan Tentera Bersama (MK Ab) that generally responsible to monitor and handle the assigned forces from two or more services on training, operation and combat support. There are two types of variables used in this research which are Dependent Variables (DV); Job Performance and Independent Variable (IV); Hygiene Factors and Motivator Factors.
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Introduction
Motivation is the most imperative elements in influencing human behavior conduct and performance. Consequently, performance of organization is influenced by the degree of motivation imposed on individuals or groups in their work. According to Project Management Institute (2008), the overall success of an organization is influenced by the commitment of each group member derived from group’s motivational factors. Performance measurements for any organization are dependent on their primary assets, employees, as well as the ability of the leader to construct a motivated situation among employees. Therefore, it is a challenge for the leader of every department in an organization to keep their employees inspired and satisfied. Hence, all leaders have to be conscious of the needs and requirement of their employees.

Nevertheless, Joint Force Headquarters (JFHQ) or known as Markas Angkatan Tentera Bersama (MK Ab) which consist of few departments also need to keep up the positive working
environment as mentioned above among the staffs. JFHQ is generally responsible to monitor and handle the assigned forces from two or more services on training, operation and combat support. It is also accountable on the involvement of Malaysian Armed Forces (MAF) in any operation under PBB (Persatuan Bangsa-Bangsa Bersatu) charter. JFHQ staffs come from multiple background, knowledge, experience, skills and seniority. The unique and multi-discipline atmosphere caused and effect and will create some gap in the working environment among the staff. This situation indirectly required the staff immediately change their attitude and mind and as to adapt a new working environment in the organization. JFHQ faces a few issues to execute the joint exercises and joint operational smoothly due to limited staff with knowledge and experience in handling the joint exercises and operation. Factor such as short period of tenure on deployment among the staff is one of the reasons that create the issues. Therefore, JFHQ implement the concept of ‘right man for the right job’. However, appropriate job performance still could not be achieved as expected by the higher superior.

The annual report (2014-2016) in JFHQ shows that an increased number of rotations of military posting. Frequent re-posting can create havoc in family life that might affect the workers’ job performance. Some exercises need them to deal with other countries that have different doctrines and languages made the exercises not run smoothly. Challenging tasks that include global and international tasks make the staff feel difficulties and have to learn and think out of the box in order to achieve higher command requirement. Even though, every officer and other rank staff have the opportunity to learn new things and gain new experience especially on joint environment, somehow, there are some staffs feel negative due to perform the job that is out of their job expertise. The relationship with peer and superior also plays an important role to make the staffs keen to work. Safety and comfort ambiance might increase the staff’s performance. Therefore, this study provides an insight into the factors that influenced job performance in JFHQ which can be valuable to the organization, employees, policymakers, stakeholders and researchers. The research findings offer some implications for the purpose of improvement.

**Job Performance**
According to Afshan et al., (2012), performance can be defined as the achievement of specific tasks measured against predetermined or identified standards of accuracy, completeness, cost and speed.

**Motivation**
Motivation is derived from the Latin word “movere” meaning “to move’ (Tansky, 2003). According to Luthans (1998), motivation is a process that evokes, empowers, leads and maintains behavior and performance. Therefore, it can be considered as the process to increase the desire to perform and accomplish the task. Nevertheless, motivation can be used as a management tool in organization (Sulaiman et al., 2014). Many researchers had developed several major content theories such as Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and hygiene and motivator factors by Herzberg to help organization to motivate their employees to be more productive and efficient. According to Shah and Shah (2010), motivation is inspiring people to work; individually or in groups in such a way as to produce best results.
Relationship between Motivator Factors and Job Performance

Research has shown significant associations between motivator factors and job performance. Most of the people work to achieve something either it is intrinsic or extrinsic accomplishment. It is important in satisfying people. According to Riley (2005), employee who is able to complete a given work at a predetermined time and receive high reviews result will increase the level of satisfaction and employee motivation. On the other hand, the satisfaction level may be decrease if the individual is unable to finish the project in time or feel rushed and unable to do the job well.

Advancement and opportunities for promotion also encourage job performance. The cycle of advancement, inspiration, satisfaction and feedback are critical to employee performance and worker execution. All parts in this cycle are dependent to each other’s. Riley (2005) also mentioned that advancement refers to the predictable or unpredictable possibility of promotion or advancement.

Motivator factors such as ‘work itself’ and ‘growth’ can be the factors that can increase the employees job performance. Work itself consist of employees’ perception towards their work whether it is too tough or challenging, too relax, tedious and exciting (Riley, 2005). Management that allow and listen to their employees’ ideas and give them an opportunity to present, hence gaining the status, responsibility and achieving self-esteem or accomplishing self-acknowledgement, will increase employee’s job’s satisfaction (Boundless management, 2016). However, if the opportunity for growth is decreasing, or the worker has reached the top, as it is referred to, it will give a bad impact on the satisfaction of the employees who sense and feels their work and position (Riley, 2005).

Another motivator factor is recognition. Brun and Dugas (2008) described recognition as subjective, earnest and genuine feedback based on recognizing people as sincere, deserving of regard, requirement, and equipped with their own ability. Hence, people always want to be recognized, respected and valued for their contribution. According to Harrison (2014), the physical action of doing something to acknowledge and applause for their good effort and work are another aspect of employee recognition. Thus, it will increase the employees’ job’s performance.

Hygiene Factors

According to Rowley (1996), the motivation of academic staffs in higher education include the hygiene factors of Herzberg. The authors mentioned about the developing of frustration due to dissatisfaction. Hence, this will prevent workers from doing a good job, punctuality, obsolete equipment, and too many tasks need to be accomplished at the same time. Therefore, the environment needs to alter suit to worker’s performance and consistency training is required to ensure productivity. Wiley (1997) said that motivation must be revised as it is very challenging, and an attention need to be given to the workers to enable them to maintain their willingness in doing their job. The workers contribution will lead to employer’s redesign jobs, increase pay, change the working environment, or given credits for the work done. However, according to Wessler (1984), managers avoid the assumption that what motivates them will motivate their workers as well.

Relationship between Hygiene Factors and Job Performance

Herzberg (1959) said that hygiene factors such as company policy, work security, money, working condition, relationship with peer and relationship with supervisor, all not consider as motivational
factors that produce positive satisfaction. However, if those factors do not exist at work, it will lead to dissatisfaction towards the employees.

Riley (2005) discussed on employees’ perception on company policies fair or unfair to them while Domenighetti (2000) and Özyaman (2007) explained on work security when the employees act, or behavior is getting worst due to their worry on job losses.

Relationship with supervisor and peer also play an important role in influencing job performance. According to Tyilana (2005), administrative policies, unfavorable supervision, company policy and interpersonal relationships with supervisors led to 60% of job dissatisfaction. Relationship with peers has been defined as cooperation, support, trust, exchange of information and atmosphere among peers. Lindner (1998) argues that the reinforcing circle of performance is applicable to salary, commitment to superiors and peers and occupational safety, through one of these factors is higher performance set up, resulting in employee satisfaction and producing higher motivation to implement well in the future.

Proposed Conceptual Framework
Herzberg (1959) Two-Factor Theory was developed by taking into consideration the motivator factors and hygiene factors in motivating the employees to boost up their job performance. Therefore, this theory will be used as a device to explore motivation and employee performance in the Joint Force Headquarters. Therefore, the conceptual framework for this study is shown in Figure 1.

Conclusion
The objective of this study is to propose Herzberg (1959) Two-Factor Theory as framework to identify any significant of hygiene and motivation factors that influenced the employees’ job performance in Joint Force Headquarters (JFHQ).

A further study should be conducted by using JFHQ data to rectify which factors need to be taken into consideration to improve staff performance and efficiency in the organization.
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Source: Adapted from Tan and Wheel (2011)
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